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The Digital Life Cycle

You’ve gone through the digital life cycle!

Project Design → Intellectual Property → Digitization → 
Digital Preservation → Metadata → DAMS/Digital Repositories

NOW WHAT?



Module Learning Outcomes

● Identify your end users or potential stakeholders
● Determine the best methods for promoting your content and 

engaging with users via social media and other venues
● Learn how to aggregate your collections to Digital Public 

Library of America/Artstor/etc.
● Design learning activities (such as assignments or 

instructional workshops) around your digital collections 
based on your institution’s curriculum/mission and 
faculty research/user interests



Who does instruction and outreach?

Who does these activities? Usually those in public services. 
Teachers, subject liaisons, instruction/archivists librarians, 
instruction/outreach archivists, curators, museum educators, etc. 

What does it look like? Reference, research consultation, 
instruction session or class, workshop, training staff and/or 
student employees, helping community members, presentation at a 
meeting, etc.

Regardless of role, promotion & advocacy for collections is key. 
Even if instruction and outreach isn’t part of your job, it’s 
important to understand your users and how your collection will 
serve their needs.



Teaching Philosophy

● “Guide on the side” vs. “Sage on the stage”
- Facilitator of the learning process

● Lecture vs. active learning strategies
- Takes the pressure off the instructor
- Makes learning more fun and engaging for students

● Module activities are designed to introduce you to 
instructional design concepts and methods

● Exercises will utilize group work and allow you to focus 
on your specific collection(s) and roles



Warmup

Active learning strategy: Think/Pair/Share

Think (5 minutes): Do you currently do instruction and/or 
outreach as part of your current role? If so, in what form? 
What challenge(s) do you face promoting and helping users 
access your digital collections?

Pair (5 minutes): Pair with a partner and discuss your 
experience with instruction & outreach.

Share (5 minutes): Volunteers will share what they discussed 
with their partners with the entire group.



Who do you expect to come?

Think about your users -- WHO is your intended audience?

- Institution, scholars, students, general public?
- Multiple audiences are common and will inform the 

instruction and outreach approach you take



Digital Collection “Sea” Activity

Materials: cardstock

Active learning strategy: brainstorming/concept mapping

Time: 10 minutes. 5 minutes to report.

Activity: Swim out and think about the shores & islands of 
your digital collection “sea”. Think about its purpose, 
intended audience, stakeholders, and ways that they do or 
could connect. Your “sea” will inform your 
instruction/outreach needs and approach.



Digital Collection “Sea” Activity ctd. 

What is the scale of your digital collection? What is its boundary 
or frame? How does it relate to your institution’s curriculum or 
mission? What are some of the islands that make up your sea?

Draw your “sea”. Think of your current and potential users, 
stakeholders, and communities. What are some related faculty 
research or user interests? How (if) do they interact with one 
another? How might they connect?

What are some of the features on your “sea” that you might focus 
your instructional design & outreach efforts on? How can you 
communicate these features to others?



If you build it, will they come?

Not unless they know about it and understand it’s value!

What is the purpose - the WHY - of your digital collection?

- Archive, stand alone collection for a course/exhibit, 
digital humanities project, institutional repository, 
etc.

- Preserve special or fragile items, provide access or 
increase exposure to materials

What needs are you meeting or filling?



Will they know how it access and use it?

Think about the user experience of your digital collection. 

How do you think users are most likely to discover your 
collection? How easy or difficult do you think it is to 
navigate?

What are some ways you can help them with this process? 



Start with Why

The first step to creating an instruction plan should be to 
begin with the end in mind. 

Determine why you are teaching (i.e. the goal of the lesson) 
and use that to plan how you will assess your instruction 
and what you will teach.

This is called backwards design. Start with your why, pick 
assessment strategies that will help you achieve those 
outcomes, and develop a lesson plan to effectively teach 
those outcomes.



Backwards Design

Understanding by Design:

1. Identify your desired results (outcomes -- why?) 
2. Determine acceptable evidence (assessment -- how?)
3. Plan learning experiences and instruction 

(activities/lesson plan -- what?)



Learning Outcomes

Learning outcomes (LOs) are intentional goals for your 
students. This is what they should know at the end of your 
lesson.

A common formula for writing a learning outcome is:

Students will be able to ________ in order to ________.

   ^verb            ^demonstrate learning



Bloom’s Taxonomy



Bloom’s Taxonomy

Cognitive verbs = learning/understanding

Pyramid shows how these learning verbs can be scaffolded 
depending on user or student level.

remember (consume information/content) 
→ create (produce information/content)



Example Learning Outcomes

Students will be able to identify information gaps in order 
to formulate research questions.

Students will be able to cite information sources 
(regardless of format, such as data and images) in order to 
give credit to the original ideas of others.



Learning Outcomes Activity

Let’s try one together!

Scenario: You are developing a learning outcome for a 
session on using Artstor Digital Library for an introductory 
art history course. What is one takeaway you want the 
students to learn?



Assessment

Important -- do not skip this step! If you do, how will you 
know if your lesson plan was effective and your learning 
outcomes achieved?

Two kinds of assessment:

Formative: Check for understanding and reinforce learning. 
Typically done in single “one-shot” sessions. 

Summative: Check for mastery of concepts. Typically done at 
the end of a course or series of workshops.



Classroom Assessment Techniques (CATs)

Activities that provide feedback to instructors and provide 
moments of reflection for participants. Great for formative 
assessment. Can be combined with active learning strategies.

Embedding CATs throughout the lesson leads to authentic 
assessment. Students will answer more honestly when it’s not 
obvious they are being assessed.



Classroom Assessment Techniques (CATs) ctd.

Polling/Quizzes: Ask questions to get real-time feedback and 
results. Can be low tech or high tech -- PollEverywhere.

Brainstorming: Ask students a question and get them to think 
about it through a concept map.

Directed Paraphrasing: Ask students to explain a concept in 
their own words to a classmate. Think/Pair/Share.



Assessment Tips

Use backwards design to start with your why (learning 
outcomes) and determine which assessment strategies will 
help you achieve those outcomes. Then determine how you will 
teach the content and deliver the lesson plan.

Surveys are good, but often an afterthought. Don’t wait 
until the end of a session to get feedback. (Plus/Delta)



How do you actually teach? 

Active Learning

● Alternative approach to lectures and demonstrations
● Engage participants in the learning process & helps them 

retain the material
● Enables modifications to the instruction plan if 

necessary
● Gives students the chance to practice the concepts 

presented in the lesson
● Makes learning fun and more interesting
● Can be a form of assessment, too



Active Learning Strategies

Case Studies: Present students with a case study and ask them to 
work on the issues presented in the case 

Example: copyright lawsuit 

Concept Mapping: Ask students to create a visual diagram to 
brainstorm ideas and see connections

Paraphrasing: Ask students to explain or describe a concept in their 
own words.

Example: What is peer review?

Think/Pair/Share: Give a prompt and ask students to THINK, PAIR with 
a partner to discuss, and SHARE with the class.



Critical Pedagogy

Critical pedagogy is an instruction approach rooted in 
critical theory (race, gender, sexuality, feminism, family 
structure, etc.) which encourages students to explore and 
challenge dominant views.

You can use this methodology to:

- Address the lack of diversity in cultural heritage 
institutions and digital collections

- Highlight collections and items that feature 
underrepresented individuals, groups, and topics



Lesson Plan Activity

Materials: prompt, flip charts, and markers

Active learning strategy: collaborative group work/student 
presentations

Time: 15 minutes. 10 minutes to report.

Activity: As a group, read and discuss your prompt. Come up with a 
lesson plan for your instruction scenario. What are your learning 
outcomes? How would you assess your presentation? Which active 
learning scenarios would you employ? 



Scenario #1: Visual Resources

As the visual resources curator for the art department at 
your university, you have been asked to give a informational 
session to new art history graduate students on your visual 
resources collection with special attention to the image 
database you manage. 

● What are your learning outcomes? 
● How would you assess your presentation?
● Which active learning strategies would you employ? 



Scenario #2: Instruction Session in an English Class

An English professor has asked you to show students how to 
access, navigate, and cite images found on the DPLA and 
other online image resources with her first-year experience 
course on visual rhetoric. 

● What are your learning outcomes? 
● How would you assess your presentation?
● Which active learning strategies would you employ? 



Scenario #3: Museum Digital Collections

Your art museum is trying to increase usage of its digital 
collections. You think the docents are in an ideal position 
to promote these resources, especially as a way of providing 
a point of access to objects and information outside of the 
museum space. You have an opportunity coming up at the next 
docent meeting.

● What are your learning outcomes? 
● How would you assess your presentation?
● Which active learning strategies would you employ? 



Scenario #4: Copyright & Institutional Repository

You are preparing to give a brief presentation to graduate 
students on intellectual property, copyright, and 
permissions for the submission of electronic theses and 
dissertations in your university’s institutional repository.

● What are your learning outcomes? 
● How would you assess your presentation?
● Which active learning strategies would you employ? 



Scenario #5: Wildcard

If these prompts don’t fit your institution/role/digital 
collection, come up with your own instruction scenario as a 
group and decide:

● What are your learning outcomes? 
● How would you assess your presentation?
● Which active learning strategies would you employ? 



How will you make sure they come?

How do you intend to connect your digital collection with 
its intended audience?

Intentional promotion of your collection to potential users

In other words, outreach!



Elevator Speech

You need to be able to quickly and efficiently describe the 
significance and value of your digital collections.

Enter… the elevator speech!

Low tech form of outreach.



GeST Windows

GeST windows are a framework that can be used to group 
together various approaches to building and promoting 
digital collections into three overarching categories 
referred to as “windows”.

Generic (Ge): General skills, descriptive/basic info 
Situated (S): Situated within a specific context, such as a 
discipline/course/community
Transformative (T): Transforms users’ understanding of a 
topic



GeST Window for Oxford’s Asian Artifacts Collection

Generic (Ge): A collection of 19th century Asian objects and 
photographs.

Situated (S): Objects were studied by students in an 
interdisciplinary course “Literacy and Visual Culture in 
Japan”. 

Transformative (T): Students in this course created a 
finding aid and contributed descriptive metadata to Artstor 
for these objects, some too fragile to be displayed or 
handled, while studying their significance and how they were 
perceived by Oxford students in the 19th century. 



GeST Elevator Speech Activity 

Materials: index cards

Time: 10 minutes. 5 minutes to report.

Activity: Using the GeST windows method, create an elevator 
speech that describes your digital collection(s) in three 
ways: what (Ge), context (S), and the significance (T).



Social Media 

Social media allows you to build your brand and show the WHY 
of your digital collection(s). You also have a direct 
connection to your users. 

Remember:

● Think before you post.
- What do I want to convey and who do I hope to reach?

● Respect your employer and your audience.
- You are representing your institution when you post. 



How can you use social media?

Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
and YouTube can be used to:

- Promote images and items from a collection
- Utilize hashtags to reach users or contribute to 

pre-existing conversations
- Publicize events, new collection additions, projects 

featuring the collection, and more.

How do you use social media to promote your digital 
collections?



Facebook Best Practices

● 1 post per day -- more comes across as spammy, users 
start to ignore your content

● 3-5 posts per week
● Monday-Friday between 1 and 4 pm
● Mixture of fun content (highlights) as well as 

informational posts (new additions)
● Like and comment on posts to engage with your audience 

and encourage further action
● Share posts when appropriate, but sparingly

Best practices established by Oxford College Library based on guidelines from 
the Social Media Coordinator at Oxford College of Emory University.



Instagram Best Practices

● 1-2 posts per day
● 3-5 posts per week
● Monday-Friday between 11am and 4pm
● Eye-catching, engaging images and videos
● Avoid text-heavy items such as flyers
● Utilize Instagram Stories (according to CNBC, has twice 

as many users as Snapchat)
● Create and use pre-existing hashtags related to your 

content

Best practices established by Oxford College Library based on guidelines from 

the Social Media Coordinator at Oxford College of Emory University. 



Twitter Best Practices

● 2-3 tweets per day
● Monday-Friday between 9 am and 1 pm
● Share eye-catching, engaging images
● But also news articles and stories related to your 

collections
● Tag other users’ handles to ensure visibility and the 

likelihood they will like/retweet your content
● Utilize hashtags in all tweets
● Like and retweet content when appropriate

Best practices established by Oxford College Library based on guidelines from 

the Social Media Coordinator at Oxford College of Emory University. 



Aggregate Your Collections

Consider contributing to larger aggregated collections such 
as the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA), Artstor 
Digital Library, and Europeana.

● Your users can avoid having to search multiple 
repositories, such as museum websites

● Like WorldCat but for digital collections
● Affords the ability for collections highlighting 

underrepresented topics to be discovered in one place
- Example: Umbra Search, an aggregated collection for 

African American History



Aggregate to DPLA

Do your research and make sure you abide by their rights, content, 
format, and metadata guidelines

Three ways to contribute to DPLA:

● Service Hub: Represents a community of institutions in a 
particular state or region and provides partners’ aggregated 
metadata to DPLA (ex: Vermont’s Green Mountain Digital Archive)

● Content Hub: Must be able to share and maintain more than 
150,000 unique metadata records associated with digital objects 
with DPLA

● Other: Contact your Service Hub



What did you learn?

No plus/delta today! So… 

shorturl.at/flzO8  

● What is one takeaway you got from this module?
● What is one thing related to instructional design and 

outreach you intend to do after this workshop?
● Do you have any questions about instructional design & 

outreach?
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Links - Instructional Design

Active Learning Strategies - Berkeley Center for Teaching and 
Learning 

ARLIS/NA Art, Architecture, and Design Information Competencies

Bloom’s Taxonomy - Center for Teaching @ Vanderbilt

https://teaching.berkeley.edu/active-learning-strategies
https://teaching.berkeley.edu/active-learning-strategies
https://www.arlisna.org/publications/arlis-na-research-reports/1469-info-comp-aad
https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy/


Links - Outreach 

Contribute to Artstor Digital Library

Guidelines for Artstor Digital Library

Metadata Policies for Artstor Digital Library

DPLA Hub Network

Become a DPLA Hub

Become a DPLA Service Hub

Publish Your Collection with Europeana

Umbra Search for African American History 

https://www.artstor.org/contribute/
https://www.artstor.org/contribute/guidelines-for-contributing/
https://www.artstor.org/contribute/metadata-policy/
https://pro.dp.la/hubs
https://pro.dp.la/prospective-hubs/become-a-hub
https://pro.dp.la/prospective-hubs/becoming-a-service-hub
https://pro.europeana.eu/services/data-publication-services
https://www.umbrasearch.org/pages/participate

